
This presentation will introduce you to the key new features of IBM PureApplication™

System 1.1.
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This presentation will discuss several feature areas at a high level, including support for 

Windows-based workloads, disaster recovery capabilities, integrated file system 

encryption, operating system update management, and license management for non-IBM 

products.
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This section will cover support for Windows-based workloads in IBM PureApplication 

System.
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PureApplication System V1.1 introduces support for workload patterns with components 

running on Microsoft Windows 2008 or 2012 on the W1500 model. This includes support 

for both virtual application patterns and virtual system patterns. IBM provides virtual 

system patterns for Microsoft SQL Server 2008 and Microsoft SharePoint 2010. You can 

also use the Image Construction and Composition Tool or “extend and capture” to build 

your own custom Windows-based patterns. You provide your own Windows binaries and 

licenses, so you can use your organization’s existing investment in Windows licenses.
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Deploying Windows-based patterns is similar to deploying Linux- or AIX®-based patterns. 

You can attach script packages to your Windows-based images to automate deploy-time 

or post-deploy configuration tasks. Windows-based deployments are integrated with the 

system’s shared services, such as the proxy service and the monitoring service. Operating 

system updates for Windows-based virtual machines can be provided by the IBM Endpoint 

Manager shared service
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This section will introduce the disaster recovery capabilities of PureApplication System 

V1.1.
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PureApplication System V1.1 includes new disaster recovery capabilities that allow 

recovery of workloads from a primary rack to an inactive standby rack in the case of 

planned or unplanned failures. System-wide asynchronous data replication enables 

recovery of all application workloads to the standby rack, which can be located up to 8000 

kilometers from the primary rack. Recovery time is typically several hours, based on the 

amount of time required to restart the workloads on the backup system and update the 

external network to rout traffic accordingly. In the case of planned failover to the standby 

rack, no data is lost, and there is near zero data loss in the unplanned failover case. The 

system console provides an easy-to-use interface for establishing trust between two racks, 

enabling replication, and for initiating planned failover.
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This section will cover the support for data-at-rest encryption in PureApplication System 

V1.1.
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PureApplication System V1.1 includes support for protecting your data-at-rest by using 

integrated file system encryption products that can be configured using the pattern editors 

in the workload console. These products are purchased separately, and provide data-at-

rest encryption for both your virtual application patterns and virtual system patterns. The 

IBM Encryption Pattern for Guardium Encryption Expert provides support for integrating 

your patterns with a Guardium Data Security Manager, enabling centralized, policy-based 

management of data encryption services. The IBM Encryption Pattern for SecurityFirst 

SPx BitFiler provides a stand-alone encryption service for your patterns, and exposes 

configuration parameters for setting encryption rules for each virtual machine.
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To enable file system encryption for your virtual application patterns, you must first add the 

pattern type for the product you have purchased to your system. You can then add a 

security policy to your pattern at the component level or the application level. The 

encryption policy provides fields for specifying which directories should be encrypted when 

the pattern is deployed.
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In addition to the plug-ins for virtual application patterns, each encryption pattern includes 

script packages for use with your virtual system patterns. You can attach these script 

packages to the parts in your virtual system patterns to install and configure encryption 

support for that part. Configuration options for encryption are specified as script package 

parameters in the pattern editor.
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This section will cover enhancements to virtual applications in PureApplication System 

V1.1.
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PureApplication System supports automated, policy-based scaling for virtual applications. 

In version 1.0, this capability was implemented through horizontal scaling, adding 

additional virtual machine instances to meet the performance goals defined by the scaling 

policy. Version 1.1 now supports both horizontal and vertical scaling options for your virtual 

application patterns. Vertical scaling provides options for adding processor or memory 

resources to existing virtual machine instances, based on criteria defined by the scaling 

policy. Vertical scaling can improve the performance of your application more quickly than 

horizontal scaling, since adding resources to an existing virtual machine takes seconds, 

whereas launching a new virtual machine takes several minutes. PureApplication System 

scaling policies let you combine vertical and horizontal scaling, so that you can first 

increase the resources available to existing virtual machines, and add additional virtual 

machines if the goals defined by your policy are still not being met.
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In PureApplication System V1.0, updating the pattern type for a deployed virtual 

application pattern required application downtime, since all virtual machines in the 

topology get updated at the same time, and every virtual machine would be restarted, 

even if it did not contain any components affected by the pattern type update. Version 1.1 

allows deployments to be updated in two phases, so that half of the deployment is taken 

offline and updated while the other half of the deployment continues to serve application 

traffic. This capability requires there to be at least two of each component type in the 

deployed application. Additionally, a VM that does not contain any plug-ins affected by the 

pattern type update is skipped, and does not require a restart.
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This section will discuss enhancements to the license management features of 

PureApplication System V1.1.
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PureApplication System now offers license management support for non-IBM software 

products. There are now two sections in the product licenses view, one labeled “IBM 

Software Catalog product licenses,” and one labeled “Non-catalog product licenses.” The 

new “non-catalog product licenses” section provides an interface where you can define 

non-IBM products so that their license usage can be monitored in the same way that 

products in the IBM software catalog can be monitored.
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To add a new product, use the system console interface to enter the product name and a 

product ID. The “product ID” field is a free format text field where you define a unique ID to 

identify the non-catalog software product. You will add this same product ID to any virtual 

images that contain the non-catalog software product you are tracking. In addition to the 

product ID, you also specify the licensing metric that will be used to track the product’s 

license usage. In addition to the PVU and per-server metrics that were available in version 

1.0, version 1.1 can also track license usage on a per-compute-node or per-core basis.
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This section covers operating system update management capabilities in PureApplication 

System V1.1.
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Version 1.1 provides new shared services that simplify the process of acquiring and 

installing operating system updates from deployed virtual machines. For Linux-based 

deployments, the Red Hat OS Update shared service provides a local Yellowdog Updater, 

Modified (YUM) repository for each cloud group. The shared service uses an IBM-provided 

certificate to download the latest updates from Red Hat, and automatically populates the 

local YUM repositories. Deployed virtual machines are automatically configured to be 

aware of the local YUM repositories, so an OS administrator can use the YUM command 

on deployed virtual machines to install the latest updates.
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PureApplication System uses IBM Endpoint Manager to provide operating system updates 

for AIX- and Windows-based workloads. The IBM Endpoint Manager shared service 

implements an IBM Endpoint Manager relay, which connects to your organization’s IBM 

Endpoint Manager server. Deployed virtual machines are automatically configured to 

locate the local relay within a cloud group using a locally installed IBM Endpoint Manager 

client, so an operating system administrator can install updates on the virtual machines 

using the local client.
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This section will cover several other enhancements in PureApplication System V1.1.
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PureApplication System V1.1 includes several improvements to the backup and restore 

capabilities introduced in V1.0. In addition to backing up the system’s management data, 

you can now back up the virtual images stored in the catalog to an external location. V1.1 

has also introduced several performance improvements to the backup process, and the 

“blocking” time during which management configuration changes cannot be made has 

been greatly reduced. Changes to the user interface include warnings for certificates that 

cannot be located and expired certificates, and there are also more detailed backup 

progress indicators.
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Version 1.1 of the plug-in development kit includes several enhancements designed to 

simplify the plug-in development process. New editors provide form-based editing and 

validation for JavaScript Object Notation files. You can now connect directly from the PDK 

to a running virtual machine, to remotely update and run files, rather than having to use a 

separate client to transfer files to a virtual machine and run them manually.
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For workloads involving a database and an application server, it is desirable to have a 

more complete understanding of the application's performance particularly as transactions 

flow from the application server to the database server. In previous releases, the 

performance behavior is understood on the application server side and on the database 

server side, using the integrated monitoring tools. However, the space in between the 

application server and database server is not covered by any built-in monitoring tool.

The Database Performance Monitor (DPM) has the capability, called Extended Insight 

(EI), to monitor the activity between the application server and the database server and 

report on various statistics, metrics, and trends to assist in the isolation and diagnosis of 

performance or availability issues.

The Extended Insight client installs automatically for your virtual application patterns that 

include the wasdb2 plug-in. So for example, the pattern ‘IBM Web Application Pattern’ 

automatically includes the client.

For patterns that do not get the client automatically, you can install and configure the client 

manually.  The information center shows you the steps to do this.

Extended Insight requires the Database Performance Monitor (DPM) shared service.
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You can setup licenses for script packages and for virtual system patterns containing 

those script packages.  The user interface provides license agreement pages for script 

packages that look similar to the license agreement pages for virtual images in the 

catalog. After you import a script package or virtual system pattern containing a license 

agreement, you must accept the license before using the imported item.

If you do not accept all license agreements in a script package, you cannot clone or 

deploy patterns that contain it.
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This section will summarize the presentation.
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PureApplication System V1.1 includes several important new and enhanced features. The 

W1500 model now supports Microsoft Windows workloads in addition to Linux-based 

workloads. New disaster recovery capabilities make it easy to configure a standby system 

to take over in case of a failure of your primary system. Optional encryption patterns 

provide data-at-rest encryption support for your virtual application and virtual system 

patterns. New shared services make it easier to manage operating system updates for 

your deployed virtual machines, and the system’s license management capabilities have 

been extended to support non-IBM products. For more information on new features in this 

release, see the “What’s new” page in the Information Center.
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